Autilon Skorr

The King Killer, the hydra’s headsman, Consul-Delegatus of the Alpha Legion
Autilon Skorr
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Unit Composition
• 1 (Unique)
Unit Type
• Infantry (Character)
Wargear
• Artificer armour
• Refractor field
• Bolt pistol
• Master-crafted
power axe
• Frag and krak grenades
Special Rules
• Legiones Astartes
(Alpha Legion)
• Rite of Command
• Independent Character
• Consul: Legion
Delegatus

Warlord: If Consul-Delegatus Skorr is the army’s Warlord
and his owning player has chosen to take a Strategic Trait
from the Choosing Your Army section of the Warhammer
40,000 rulebook, they may choose a Trait rather than
rolling randomly. Other types of Warlord Trait are rolled
for as normal.

Autilon Skorr was Consul-Delegatus of the Alpha Legion, and
was listed in the roll of honour of the Great Crusade’s Council
of War no less than seven times before the outbreak of the Horus
Heresy, for he was frequently dispatched by his Legion’s high
command to demand Compliance of newly discovered worlds
in the name of the Imperium. After the outbreak of the Heresy,
he furthered the Warmaster’s campaign of ‘Dark Compliance’
by many bloody handed deeds. At Epsilion-Stranivar IX, the
Shattered Legions would be all that stood between Skorr and
greater victories.

Autilon Skorr may be taken as an HQ choice in a Legiones
Astartes Alpha Legion army created using a Space Marine
Crusade army list.
A Consul type Legion Delagatus may be taken as an
upgrade to a Centurion in any army created using a Space
Marine Crusade army list.
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New Consul Type: Legion Delegatus: 25 points
Any Legion Centurion may be upgraded to a Legion Delegatus in
the same way as any other type of Consul.
A Legion Delegatus is a mid-ranking Legion officer, such as a
Centurion, tasked with a specific mission by Legion high command
and formally deputised to act in all matters with the full weight
of their commander’s authority As such, they can mobilise the
Legion’s resources to the full, deploy its assets and, if performing
a mission of vital strategic worth, assemble a strike force of chosen
warriors.
Special Rules
Rite of Command: This Consul has the Master of the Legion special
rule (see the Legion Praetor entry in the Legiones Astartes Crusade
Army list) and may take a Legion Command Squad. In addition,
the Consul must always be the army’s Warlord, unless their Legion’s
Primarch is also taken.

New Rite Of War: Chosen Duty
The following Rite of War can be used by a Legion Delegatus being
fielded as the army’s Warlord. It represents the officer selecting a
small but potent strike force of chosen warriors for the prosecution
of a specific objective. It can be used in any mission, but is
particularly appropriate for use in smaller scale games, such as the
Zone Mortalis missions provided in The Horus Heresy Books One
and Three, and the Strategic Raids missions in Book Four.
Effects
• Legion Veteran squads are Troops choices in this army, and at
least two must be taken.
• If a Legion Delagatus who is a Warlord survives the mission,
their side gains an additional Victory point where these are in
use. If the Legion Delegatus Warlord is slain, the enemy gains
an additional Victory point (over and above any they would earn
from the Slay the Warlord Secondary Objective).
Limitations
• A Legion Praetor or Lord of War may not be taken in a Primary
Detachment with a Consul-Delegatus as its Warlord. Allied Force
Detachments may also not be taken with this army.

